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One less common and more stigmatized
form of sexuality is BDSM, which is an
umbrella term for consensual practices
that involve, but are not limited to,
bondage and discipline (B&D),
dominance and submission (D&s), and
sadomasochism (S&M). Focusing on
one of many different
conceptualizations, BDSM is comprised
of a power dynamic between partners
enacted through various activities (for an
inclusive list, see Sandnabba et al., 1999;
Weinberg et al., 1984). However,
beyond being recently accepted as nonpathological, research has yet to reach
development. Specifically, although
theories describing its origin abound, it
remains unclear whether BDSM is best
conceptualized as a sexual behavior,
sexual attraction, sexual identity, and/or
sexual orientation for those who practice
for sexual purposes. Accordingly, the
present paper outlines a common
framework of sexuality while presenting
an alternative yet complementary theory:
Consistent with a sex-positive
framework, BDSM may be best
conceptualized as another form of sexual
orientation for a percentage of
practitioners.
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A Complementary Alternative Theory
of BDSM Practice

Historically, sexual orientation has
largely referred to the preferred gender
or sex of potential sexual partners (i.e.,
preference for males and/or females [or
neither]), although it has been recently
extended to other target characteristics
(e.g., for age: preference for children,
adolescents, and/or adults; Seto, 2012).
But, consistent with emerging theories,
su
Configurations Theory, we believe
sexual orientation is more inclusive than
currently considered. While a
comprehensive discussion is not
presented here, one area posed for
incorporation is the preferred power
dynamic between sexual partners (i.e.,
preference for dominance and/or
submission [or neither]). To evaluate
such applicability, we examine BDSM
sexuality as a prime example within
three expressions of sexual orientation
sexual behavior, sexual attraction, and
sexual identity. Because sexual
orientation has only been thoroughly
analyzed in respect to lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and other queer sexualities (for
convenience, LGB), such will serve as
the foundation for comparison.
Sexual Behavior

The most concrete aspect of sexuality is
sexual behavior, which can be defined as
engagement in a range of sexual
activities (i.e., kissing to sexual
intercourse), but is often limited to
-Williams, 2009, p. 8).
Below, three different aspects of sexual
behavior are discussed: 1) onset, 2)
consistency, and 3) stability.
Onset. While first sexual activity with
other-sex individuals can occur
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simultaneously, before, or after first
samefirst same-sex sexual experience often
occurs in their late adolescence to early
twenties (e.g., Calzo et al., 2011;
Diamond, 1998; Floyd & Bakeman,
2006; Parks, 1999). In contrast, with first
non-BDSM sex consistently arising
experience frequently transpires in their
early to mid-twenties (Moser & Levitt,
1987; Sandnabba et al., 1999).

Consistency. Same-sex sexual activity is
highest among lesbian and gay
individuals, intermediate among bisexual
individuals, and lowest among
heterosexual individuals (Ellis et al.,
2005). However, a significant percentage
of gay and lesbian individuals (e.g.,
66.3% of gay men and 89% of lesbian
women) report sexual experience with
the other sex during their lifetimes (e.g.,
Diamond, 2000; Ellis et al., 2005;
Matthews et al., 2006; Smiler et al.,
2011). As expected, BDSM practitioners
engage in BDSM-related activities at
higher rates than non-practitioners
(Gosselin & Wilson, 1980). However,
the vast majority (e.g., 95.1%, 88.8%) of
practitioners continually have, and
enjoy, non-BDSM sex (Connolly, 2006;
Sandnabba et al., 1999; Weinberg et al.,
are often flexible by various
substantial minority of exclusively
dominant (e.g., 25%) or submissive
(e.g., 36.3%) practitioners stating they
could take the other role on isolated
occurrences (Sandnabba et al., 1999;
Simula, 2012; Weinberg et al., 1984).

Stability. Across the years, a proportion
of LGB individuals report changes in
their sexual behavior (e.g.,
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approximately half in a six-year period;
Diamond, 2008; Dickson et al., 2013;
Kinnish, 2003). Although no located
literature examined the stability of
BDSM vs. non-BDSM activities,
behaviors within BDSM practice have
received empirical attention. Just as
same-sex sexual experience follows a
general pattern (e.g., kissing then
intercourse; Smiler et al., 2011), BDSM
practice progresses in a common
sequence, with practitioners appearing to
move on a scale of intensity, beginning
with less intense behaviors and
advancing to more intense behaviors
(Santtila et al., 2002).
Sexual Attraction

Also manifesting as other constructs
such as arousal, interest or fantasy,
sexual attraction can be conceptualized
as
(Savin-Williams, 2009, p. 8). Below,
three different aspects of sexual
attraction are discussed: 1) onset, 2)
exclusivity, and 3) stability.

Onset. For LGB individuals, becoming
aware of same-sex attraction frequently
arises during adolescence (e.g., Calzo et
al., 2011; Diamond, 1998; Drasin et al.,
2008; Floyd & Bakeman, 2006; Parks,
1999). In contrast, BDSM practitioners
often become cognizant of their BDSM
interests during their late teens or early
twenties (Breslow et al., 1985; Levitt et
al., 1994; Sandnabba et al., 1999;
Spengler, 1977).

Exclusivity. As expected, rates of samesex attraction are highest among lesbian
and gay individuals, intermediate among
bisexual individuals, and lowest among
heterosexual individuals (e.g., Diamond,
2008; Ellis et al., 2005; Kinnish, 2003;
Rust, 1992). But exclusivity in sexual
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interest is not as common as may be
expected (Diamond, 2000; Ellis et al.,
2005; Matthews et al., 2006; Rust,
1992). Instead, collectively, gay and
lesbian individuals experience largely
predominant same-sex attraction with
extremely minor other-sex attraction
(Diamond, 2000; Kinnish, 2003). In
comparison, various levels of exclusivity
also exist in BDSM attraction:
Approximately a fifth of BDSM
practitioners report exclusive attraction
to BDSM sex (Spengler, 1977; Taylor &
Ussher, 2001). Slightly more than half of
practitioners rate BDSM sexual activity
as more satisfying and a tenth to third
report only BDSM sexual activity can
satisfy (Moser & Levitt, 1987;
Sandnabba et al., 1999; Weinberg et al.,
1984). Within roles, approximately a
third to half of BDSM practitioners
report exclusive attraction to dominance
or submission (Breslow et al., 1985;
Connolly, 2006; Sandnabba et al., 1999;
Spengler, 1977).
Stability. Sexual attraction within LGB
sexuality has shown instability, with
more than half of LGB individuals
reporting changes in their sexual or
romantic attraction (Kinnish, 2003;
Stokes et al., 1997). Regrettably,
information on the stability of BDSM vs.
non-BDSM interest was not located.
However, fluctuation in role preference
has been examined: Approximately half
remained stable in their preference,
while a fifth became more dominant and
a fifth became more submissive
(Sandnabba et al., 1999).
Sexual Identity

Sexual identity is the term
individuals use to describe their own
sexual orientation, but it often also
incorporates beliefs, feelings, and
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actions associated with such
identification (Martos et al., 2014; Mohr
& Fassinger, 2000; Savin-Williams,
2009). Below, three different aspects of
sexual identity are discussed: 1) onset, 2)
development, and 3) stability.
Onset. Individuals usually first adopt an
LGB identity during their late
adolescence or early adulthood (Calzo et
al., 2011; Drasin et al., 2008; Floyd &
Bakeman, 2006; Parks, 1999). For
adoption of an S/Mfrequently occurs during thier midtwenties (Moser & Levitt, 1987, p. 328).

Development. Focusing on one of many
possible theories, Mohr and Kendra
(2011) identified eight dimensions of an
LGB identity, which also appear in the
BDSM literature: Concealment
motivation (i.e., wanting to remain
)
BDSM practitioners engage in a range of
concealment, from absolute concealment
to absolute openness (Stiles & Clark,
2011). Internalized homonegativity (i.e.,
heterosexist views) A small percentage
(e.g., 5.8%, 12.5%, 20%) of practitioners
wish to renounce their BDSM interests
(Levitt et al., 1994; Moser & Levitt,
1987; Spengler, 1977). Acceptance
concerns (i.e., anxiety concerning
applicable social stigma) Many
practitioners have noted they fear
harassment or disapproval for their
BDSM interests and behaviors (Wright,
2008). Identity centrality (i.e.,
central to general identity)
Practitioners can self-identify along a
continuum, from weak identification to
episodic identification to strong
identification (Chaline, 2010).
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Stability. Significant portions of LGB
individuals experience changes in their
sexual identity, although rates widely
vary (e.g., 0-75% over 6-year, 10-year,
or lifetime periods (Dickson et al., 2013;
Kinnish et al., 2005; Mock & Eibach,
2012). Literature on BDSM identity
stability was not located. Fluctuation has
been identified (Newmahr, 2010), but it
has yet to be quantified.
Correlations between Sexual
Behavior, Attraction, and Identity

Although the previous discussion may
present a disparate picture among sexual
orientation components, correlations
between sexual behavior, attraction, and
identity are high (e.g., Pattatucci &
Hamer, 1995; Savin-Williams, 2014).
Further, apparent deviations from strong
associations are often explained by
certain patterns. For instance, within
LGB sexuality, it is likely that lesbianidentified women who engage in sexual
activity with men do so because they are
attracted to males to a significant, but
small, degree (Diamond, 2000). This
same arrangement may arise for BDSM
sexuality. Because BDSM practitioners
do not frequently experience exclusive
attraction to BDSM sex, engagement in
non-BDSM sex is possibly explained by
existing interest in such sexual activity.
Accordingly, even when initially
presenting as inconsistent, the
combination of the factors often cleanly
resolve when including all available
information. The connections between
the facets of LGB sexual orientation, and
assumingly BDSM sexuality as well, are
possibly best explained by the statement:
fit a wide range of experiences into a
comparatively narrow model of
Journal of Positive Sexuality, Vol. 1, November 2015

BDSM as a Sexual Orientation

Even with the many similarities
between the two, it is not suggested
BDSM sexuality is equivalent to LGB
sexuality. They are not the same for
many reasons, but the utmost difference
between the two sexualities is their
focus. It may be that a LGB sexual
orientation denotes a sexual orientation
based on target gender (in other words,
interest in males vs. females vs. both [or
neither]) and a BDSM sexual orientation
denotes a sexual orientation based on
power dynamic (in other words, interest
in dominance vs. submission vs. both [or
neither]; Weinberg et al., 1984).
Therefore, expressions of a BDSM
sexual orientation would revolve around
a particular power dynamic: engaging in
behaviors that generate a certain power
dynamic, experiencing attraction
towards acts with a certain power
dynamic, and adopting an identity that
conveys a certain power dynamic. For
many practitioners, if all three
expressions are present, when the sexual
interest is pervasive, it may be best to
consider them oriented to their preferred
power dynamic. However, such is likely
to vary by specific individual (e.g.,
something best regarded as a sexual
behavior by one person may be best
regarded as a sexual orientation by
another) and remain contingent on a
variety of personal or social
circumstances (e.g., being unable to
locate a partner will bar enacting the
orientation in behavior).
Importantly, a BDSM orientation and
LGB orientation are not mutually
exclusive. Instead, BDSM likely
constitutes a distinct yet compatible
sexual orientation that appears to be as
complex and diverse as LGB sexuality
when compared on behavior, attraction,
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and identity. Although different in
subject, both aspects can be considered
functioning. It would be impractical to
conceptualize sexuality without both
included. Indeed, sexual orientation
based on power dynamic may be more
commonplace than presently discussed.
Presumably, BDSM is only one
manifestation of such an orientation. An
orientation based on power dynamic is
likely to exist outside the formal practice
of BDSM in a number of disparate and
diverse presentations. Further, BDSM,
or power dynamic in general, is only one
example of an expanded definition of
sexual orientation. Many more variables
may also constitute sexual orientations
in their own right, no matter if they are
characteristics of the target (e.g.,
gender), the interaction with the target
(e.g., power dynamic), or anything else.
Complementing the research reviewed
above, some of those who know the
sexuality best, the practitioners
themselves, have described their practice
definitely an orientation in the same way
my sexual orientation is not a sexual
p. 235)
our sexual identities that it has to be, at
(Keenan, 2014, pp. 15). Further, one of
the largest U.S. organizations for those
with alternative sexual or romantic
interests, the National Coalition for
Sexual Freedom (NCSF), describes
BDSM as a sexual orientation (or
behavior) in their explanation of the
sexuality (NCSF, n.d.).
Concluding Remarks
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Yet, as always, more empirical
and theoretical consideration is needed
to support the presented theory. Further
attention has implications for both
science and society. A sounder
framework for BDSM may answer
outstanding empirical questions
concerning the definition of BDSM
practice. In turn, the enhanced
knowledge may contribute to a more
tolerant social climate for BDSM
practitioners. In addition, the process of
weighing the appropriateness of various
labels (e.g., behavior, attraction, identity,
orientation) can be repeated with other
sexual facets to continue exploring the
breath of sexual orientation. This,
coupled with a sex-positive perspective,
may create a more knowledgeable and,
most importantly, more accepting world
within sexuality.
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